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These hundred poems and fragments constitute virtually all of Sappho that survives and
effectively bring to life the woman whom the Greeks consider to be their greatest lyric poet. Mary
Barnard's translations are lean, incisive, direct―the best ever published. She has rendered the
beloved poet's verses, long the bane of translators, more authentically than anyone else in
English.

About the AuthorMary Barnard (1909–2001) was a prominent Amreican poet, translator, and
biographer with many books in her repertoire. She studied Greek at Reed College and began to
translate at Ezra Pound's instigation in the 1930s. Her Assault on Mount Helicon: A Literary
Memoir was published by the University of California Press in 1984. Two years later she received
the Western States Book Award for her book-length poem, Time and the White Tigress. She has
also published prose fiction and a volume of essays on mythology as well as the original lyrics
gathered in Collected Poems, 1979.
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mianfei, “Sensual beauty in its purest form. Sappho's poetry, long the most famous of ancient
literature, is rendered superbly in this translation by Mary Barnard.Although as a child and young
adult I never read literature seriously, various factors have made me curious about Sappho's
writings and this small volume is an ideal pocket book or gift. The poems are not easy to get into
because it takes the reader quite some time to see what is being written about, but the fact that
they are mere fragments actually serves to a limited extent as an offsetting factor. The tone is
wonderfully passionate - it is no wonder these poems are known to have been sung to musical
accompaniment because even when one reads them they can move the emotions even of a
reader like me who is never naturally moved to tears. However, because this emotion is only
visible when one reads the lines as Barnard translates them, it is no wonder a casual reader may
not realise what passion Sappho possessed.Although Sappho is known for her sensual focus,
many of these fragments have an almost spiritual tone to them, as in "the indistinct dead/in Hell's
palace". The beautiful lines about the sweet flavours of the natural world stir the reader's
imagination even more, however, and are almost unrivalled among poetry or music.Whilst the
detail in the introduction is not as good as in the alternative translation 
  
The Love Songs of Sappho

  
  
    , it is still adequate for the uninitiated.”

Silmarien, “Barnard translation. English translation by Mary Barnard with poetic reconstructions.
Although it is difficult to know where Sappho finished and Barnard began, the result is a
satisfying collection of poems and fragments in the vivid style and spirit of Sappho.”

vocalgirl, “Sappho Book. I gave this book a 5 star because it is in like new condition for a used
book. I enjoy the history behind Sappho and being able to have her poems even just the small
bits of them put in a language that I can read is fantastic. I can just imagine what the rest of the
poems might have been.”

RebeccaJust, “Thin, Light. Thin book, soft cover, lightweight. Good for travel, subway... when



don't want to add weigh to bag/suitcase.”

Zixin, “Very good.. Very good.”

Teresa Hulmes, “This is a treasure to dip into when one is .... This is a treasure to dip into when
one is able to.  Such treasures should be more widely known.”

GC, “Excellent Translation. Barnard does a wonderful job in this translation which contains most
of Sappho's poetry (though more has been discovered since this book was originally published).
The book features a useful (but brief) introduction and footnote (afterword).”

someone, “exquisite. Sappho's lyric poems as translated by Mary Barnard are among my
favourite poetry.Ms Barnard is clearly a poet herself; other translations seem wooden and forced
in comparison; the verses are natural, delicate and sensual.”

Geoff Ruggeri Stevens, “very good. I never see enough Sapphos.”

E C H, “SUBLIME. Heartrending writing from a master of the art. Words that go straight to the
soul. Nothing superfluous to halt the momentum. Am moved with each reading.”

Hafiz, “Excellent book. Clear, sensitive and persuasive translations”

The book by Sappho has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 174 people have provided feedback.
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